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Novel materials which enable electronics manufacture helps to drive the innovation cycles underlying the Information Age. I will describe collaborative research efforts with the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign on novel emissive QLED displays based on heterojunction nanoparticles which can display bidirectional functionality (pixels capable of both light emission and light detection) at very low voltages. Advances in emissive quantum dots have led to efficiencies and brightness rivaling evaporative those of OLED displays. The novel double-heterojunction nanorod LEDs, which due the ability to design near optimal band offsets, assist in facile charge transport of both holes and electrons with minimal interfacial resistance, giving excellent charge balance characteristics. One application we will highlight will be the development of highly novel bidirectional display devices which allow both emission and light detection with the same pixels. These new display devices should allow for unique interfaces and interactivity with users leading to new functionality that could have commercial application in the design of future electronic devices for consumer and data markets.
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